Introduction
Let X be a smooth complex projective variety, and D a big divisor on X. Recall that the asymptotic base locus 1 of D is the Zariski-closed set
Bs(mD),
where Bs(mD) denotes the base locus of the linear system | mD |. These are interesting and basic invariants, but well-known pathologies associated to linear series have discouraged their study. Recently, however, a couple of results have appeared suggesting that the picture might be more structured than expected. To begin with, Nakayama [Nk] attached an asymptotically-defined multiplicity σ Γ (D) to any divisorial component Γ of B asym (D), and proved that σ Γ (D) varies continuously as D varies over the cone Big(X) ⊆ N 1 (X) R of numerical equivalence classes of big divisors on X. More recently, the fourth author showed in [Na1] that many pathologies disappear if one perturbs D slightly by subtracting a small ample divisor. Inspired by this work, the purpose of this paper is to define and explore systematically some asymptotic invariants that one can attach to base loci of linear series, and to study their variation with D.
We start by specifying the invariants in question. Let D be a big divisor on X with | D | = ∅. Given an irreducible subvariety Z ⊆ X of codimension d, we wish to quantify how nasty are the singularities of a general divisor D ′ ∈ | D | along Z: by Bertini, this serves as a measure of "how much Z appears" in Bs(D). When Z has codimension one, the only natural invariant is the coefficient of Z in the fixed component of | D |. When Z has higher codimension, this can be generalized in several ways. Specifically, the order of vanishing and Arnold multiplicity of | D | along Z are defined by
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1 This is usually called the stable base locus of D. However for reasons which will become clear we wish to use a neighboring term for a different construction. In the interest of clarity, we have therefore taken the liberty of using non-standard terminology here.
where ord Z (D ′ ) is the multiplicity along Z of a general divisor D ′ ∈ | D | and lct(D ′ ) is its log-canonical threshold, i.e. the least c > 0 such that the pair (X, cD) has log-canonical or worse singularities everywhere along Z. Assuming that Z is not properly contained in any irreducible component of Bs(D) (It is easy to see that these limits exist.) By taking p to be sufficiently divisible these definitions extend naturally to Q-divisors. The invariant ord Z ( D ) was introduced and studied by Nakayama. In general all these invariants may be irrational (Example 4.8). We note that ord Z ( D ) and Arn Z ( D ) are homogeneous of degree one in D, whereas e Z ( D ) is homogeneous of degree d = codim Z.
Focusing for the moment on the order of vanishing and Arnold multiplicity, our first result shows that these quantities vary nicely as functions of D:
Theorem B. Let X be a smooth projective variety, Z ⊆ X a fixed subvariety, and D a big Q-divisor on X. A similar picture holds for the Samuel multiplicity e Z except that one needs a little more notation in order to specify its domain: see Theorem D. For ord Z this result is due to Nakayama; some of Nakayama's results were rediscovered and extended to an analytic setting by Boucksom [Bo] . The Theorem was also suggested to us by results of the second author [Laz, Chapter 2.2 .C] concerning continuity of the volume of a big divisor.
It can happen that Z appears in the asymptotic base locus B asym (D) while all the asymptotic invariants vanish on Z. For instance if D is big and nef and Z = Bs(D) then the linear series | mD | have bounded multiplicity along Z, and hence
A related issue is that the asymptotic base locus B asym (D) itself does not in general depend only on the numerical equivalence class of D (see Example 1.1 below). Motivated by the work [Na1] of the fourth author, we clarify this situation by considering the stabilized base locus of a linear series and the notion of a stable divisor class.
Specifically, let D be a big Q-divisor on X. The asymptotic base locus B asym (D) is defined in the natural way, e.g. by taking m to be sufficiently divisible in (1). Fixing a norm on the finite dimensional vector space N 1 (X) R , we may also talk about "small" ample classes.
Definition-Lemma C. Given a sufficiently small ample Q-divisor A, the closed set In other words, D is stable if and only if B asym (D) = B asym (D ′ ) for all divisors D ′ whose classes lie in a small open neighborhood of D in N 1 (X) R . These notions only depend on the numerical equivalence class of D, and since the definitions involve perturbations there is a natural way to discuss the stabilized base locus and stability of an arbitrary real class ξ ∈ Big(X) R . For example, if ξ ∈ Nef(X) is nef, then ξ is stable if and only if it is ample. The set Stab(X) R ⊆ Big(X) R of stable real classes is open and dense, and for any ξ ∈ Stab(X) R the asymptotic base locus B asym (ξ) is defined.
Given an irreducible subvariety Z ⊆ X, denote by Big Z (X) R the convex open cone consisting of big classes ξ for which Z is not a proper subset of some irreducible component of B stab (ξ): we call these Z-big classes. Write also Stab Z (X) R for the open subset of stable classes ξ for which Z is actually an irreducible component of B asym (ξ). The first statement of the next result completes Theorem B. The second shows that the vanishing of the invariants for an irreducible component Z of the base-locus is a transitory phenomenon:
Theorem D. As above let X be a smooth projective variety, and Z ⊂ X an irreducible subvariety.
(i). The asymptotic Samuel multiplicity e Z ( D ) depends only on the numerical equivalence class of a Q-divisor in Big Z (X) R , and it extends uniquely to define a continuous function e Z : Big
(ii). If ξ ∈ Stab(X) R is an arbitrary stable class, then
The same holds for e Z (ξ) provided that this invariant is defined.
Roughly speaking, then, the picture is that the asymptotic invariants go to zero only when their argument ξ approaches the boundary of a connected component of Stab Z (X) R and when in addition Z "disappears" from the asymptotic base locus as ξ crosses that boundary. We give some more precise information about the structure of the union of these boundaries, i.e. the set of unstable classes in Theorem 4.11.
In general, the functions ord Z , e Z and Arn Z need not be locally polynomial (Example 4.8). However on varieties whose linear series satisfy sufficiently strong finiteness hypotheses, the picture is very simple. We start with a definition.
Definition E (Finitely generated linear series). A smooth projective variety X has finitely generated linear series if there exist integral divisors D 1 , . . . , D r on X with the properties: (a). The classes of the D i are a basis for
is a finitely generated C-algebra.
The definition was inspired by the notion of a "Mori dream space" introduced by Hu and Keel [HK] : these authors require in addition that the natural map Pic(X) Q −→ N 1 (X) Q be an isomorphism, but this is irrelevant for our purposes. It is a theorem of Cox that any smooth projective toric variety has finitely generated linear series, and it is conjectured [HK] that the same is true for any smooth Fano variety.
Theorem F. If X has finitely generated linear series then the closed cone A similar statement holds for the volume function on varieties with finitely generated linear series.
The paper is organized as follows. We start in §1 with a discussion of different base loci and stable divisor classes. The asymptotic invariants are defined in an algebraic setting in §2, while in §3 the discussion is transposed into the global setting. The continuity is established in §4, where we also discuss the structure of the set of unstable classes and we give a number of examples. Finally, we prove Theorem F in §5.
We are grateful to Arnaud Beauville, André Hirschowitz and especially Karen Smith for helpful discussions.
Stabilized and restricted base loci
We consider in this section the stabilized and restricted base loci of a linear system, and the notion of stable divisor classes. The picture is that the asymptotic base locus of a divisor changes only as the divisor passes through certain "unstable" classes.
We start with some notation. Throughout this section X is a normal complex projective variety. An integral divisor D on X is an element of the group Div(X) of Cartier divisors, and as usual we can speak about Q-or R-divisors. A Q-or R-divisor D is effective if it is a non-negative linear combination of effective integral divisors with Q-or R-coefficients. If D is effective, we denote by Supp(D) the union of the irreducible components which appear in the associated Weil divisor. Numerical equivalence between Q-or R-divisors will be denoted by ≡. We denote by N 1 (X) Q and N 1 (X) R the finite dimensional Q-and R-vector spaces of numerical equivalence classes. One has N 1 (X) R = N 1 (X) Q ⊗ Q R, and we fix compatible norms · on these two spaces. Given a divisor D, we write D for the norm of the class of D.
Recall next that the asymptotic base locus of an integral divisor D is defined to be
Bs(mD) red , considered as a reduced subset of X. It is elementary that there exists p ≥ 1 such that B asym (D) = Bs(pD) red , and that
This allows us to define the asymptotic base locus for any Q-divisor D: take a positive integer k such that kD is integral and put B asym (D) := B asym (kD). It follows from (*) that the definition does not depend on k.
Example 1.1 (Non-numerical nature of asymptotic base locus). It is not true in general that B asym (D) = B asym (E) when D and E are numerically equivalent divisors. For example, suppose A is an abelian variety, and D is an ample divisor on A. Suppose a ∈ A and let
We will see in the example below that this behavior can persist even if the divisors D and E are big, which is the focus of our study.
Example 1.2. The following example was suggested by A. Beauville and A. Hirschowitz. Let C ⊂ P 2 be a smooth complex elliptic curve and Y ⊂ P 3 the cone over C from a point P . If π : X −→ Y is the blowing-up of Y at P , then X is a smooth surface. The rational map given by the projection from P induces a morphism f : X −→ C such that if E is the exceptional curve of π, we have an isomorphism f | E : E ≃ C. Now let A be a very ample divisor on Y , B a numerically trivial divisor on C, and put L = π * (A) + f * (B). Then L is big and nef, and its numerical class is independent of B. On the other hand, if B determines a torsion class in Pic 0 (C) then B asym (L) = ∅, while if B is non-torsion then B asym (L) = E. Note that the same construction works if we replace C by an arbitrary smooth projective variety V ⊂ P n with h 1 (O V ) = 0.
The stabilized base locus. The previous examples point to the fact that the asymptotic base locus of a divisor is not in general very well behaved. We introduce here an upper approximation of this asymptotic locus which has better formal properties. The importance of this "stabilized" locus, and the fact that it eliminates pathologies, was systematically put in evidence by the fourth author in [Na1] , [Na2] .
Definition 1.3 (Stabilized base locus). The stabilized base locus of an R-divisor D on X is the Zariski-closed set:
where the intersection is taken over all decompositions D = A+E, with A and E R-divisors such that A is ample and E is effective.
To relate this definition to Definition-Lemma C of the introduction, we note the following:
Remark 1.4 (Alternative construction of stabilized base locus). We remark that in the definition of B stab (D), one may take the intersection over all decompositions such that, in addition, E is a Q-divisor. Furthermore,
In fact, for the first assertion, note that if D = A + E, with A ample and E effective, then we can find effective Q-divisors E m for m ∈ N, such that E m → E when m goes to infinity and such that Supp(E m ) = Supp(E) for all m. Since D − E is ample, so is D − E m for m ≫ 0, hence we are done. The second assertion follows immediately from the first one and the definition of the asymptotic base locus.
We observe first that -unlike the asymptotic base locus itself -the stabilized base locus depends only on the numerical equivalence class of a divisor. 
Proof. There exist ample R-divisors A 1 , . . . , A r such that each D − A i is a Q-divisor and so that moreover 
In fact, choose small ample divisors A 1 and A 2 such that D 1 − A 1 and D 2 − A 2 are rational, and so that the three stabilized base loci in question are computed by the asymptotic base loci of the Q-divisors
The assertion then follows from the evident inclusion
for any two Q-divisors D and E. Example 1.10 (Stabilized base locus of nef and big divisors). Assume for the moment that X is non-singular, and let D be a nef and big divisor on X. Define the null locus Null(D) of D to be the union of all irreducible subvarieties V ⊆ X of positive dimension with the property that D dim V · V = 0, i.e. with the property that the restriction of D to V is not big. Then B stab (D) = Null(D). This is proved for Q-divisors in [Na1] , and in general in [ELMNP] . Example 1.11 (Stabilized base loci on surfaces). Assume here that X is a smooth surface, and let D be a big divisor on X. Then D has a Zariski decomposition D = P + N (see [Bǎ] ) into a nef part P and "negative" part N. Then B stab (D) is the null locus Null(P ) of P . To see this, note that if D = A + E, where A is ample and E is effective, then E − N is effective. Since Supp(E) ⊆ Null(P ), we get B stab (D) = B stab (P ) = Null(P ) by the previous example. 
Since A ′ is small, we may assume that
The restricted base locus. Proposition 1.6 shows that the stabilized base locus of a divisor is the asymptotic base locus of a small negative perturbation of the divisor. When it comes time to discuss the behavior of the numerical asymptotic invariants of base loci, it will be helpful to have an analogous notion involving small positive perturbations:
where the union is taken over all ample divisors A, such that D + A is a Q-divisor.
Remark 1.14 (Warning on restricted base loci). It is not known whether the restricted base locus of a divisor is Zariski closed in general. A priori B rest (D) could consist of a countable union of subvarieties whose Zariski closure is contained in B stab (D).
, the union being taken over all ample R-divisors A.
Proof. It is enough to show that if
is ample, and
Proposition 1.16. (i). For every R-divisor D, and every
Proof. The first assertion follows from the definition, while the second one is a consequence of the description in Lemma 1.15, as we already know that the stable base locus is a numerical invariant. Proof. Apply Corollary 1.12 to D to find ε > 0 such that for every ample A, with A < ε,
as required. 
Remark 1.24. Remarks 1.14 and 1.23 are related to the following possible phenomenon. If D is a big R-divisor on X, we could have a sequence of ample line bundles {A m } with A m −→ 0 and such that we have a sequence of strict inclusions
Note that in this case, the Zariski closure of m B stab (D + A m ) is contained in B stab (D). It would be interesting to produce a concrete example of this phenomenon.
Stable divisors. We now single out those divisors for which the various base loci we have considered all coincide. 
There exists a positive number ε > 0 such that all the closed sets
We assume (ii). By Corollary 1.12, there is an ε > 0 such that if
We assume (iii). Suppose that
, where A is ample and
Assume (iv). We choose ε as in (iv) and such that it satisfies Proposition 1.22. Assume that D ′ < ε and that D + D ′ is rational. It follows that
Thus
Assume (v). For any sufficiently small ample divisor A such that D − A is rational, Proposition 1.22 and Proposition 1.6 imply that
For a sufficiently small ample divisor A ′ such that D + A ′ is rational, we note that
We conclude that B stab (D) = B rest (D). Example 1.30. Let X = Bl P (P n ) be the blowing-up of P n at a point P . Write H and E respectively for the pullback of a hyperplane and the exceptional divisor. For x, y ∈ R consider the R-divisor D x,y = xH − yE. Identifying N 1 (X) R with the xy-plane in the evident way, the set of unstable classes consists of three rays: the negative y-axis, the positive x-axis, and the ray of slope = 1 in the first quadrant. The corresponding stabilized base loci are indicated in Figure 1 . 
Asymptotic numerical invariants
In this section we define the asymptotic numerical invariants with which we shall be concerned. In the interest of clarity, we introduce them here in an algebraic setting: the translation to base loci will be made in the next section.
Let (R, m R ) be a regular local ring of dimension d, essentially of finite type over C. The essential example to keep in mind is the local ring O Z,X of a non-singular variety X along an irreducible subvariety Z ⊆ X of codimension d. We start by specifying the invariants of interest for a single ideal a.
Definition 2.1 (Order of vanishing, Arnold and Samuel multiplicities). Given a non-zero ideal a ⊆ R, the order of vanishing of a is
The Arnold multiplicity of a is defined by
where lct(a) is the log-canonical threshold of the pair (Spec(R), V (a)). If a is of finite colength in R then as usual
is the base ideal of a linear series on a projective variety X, and R = O Z,X is the local ring of X along a subvariety Z ⊆ X, then we recover the invariants discussed in the Introduction. 
We next wish to pass to asymptotic analogues of these invariants. To this end, recall that a graded family or graded system of ideals is a collection a • = {a k } k∈N of ideals a k ⊆ R with the property that
for all ℓ, m > 0. We will also assume to avoid trivialities that a k = (0) for k ≫ 0. The motivating example to keep in mind is the family a k = {b(| kD |)} of base ideals associated to a big divisor D on a projective variety. In general one can think of a graded system as an essentially local object that mirrors much of the complexity of global linear series, and one can attempt to use globally-inspired techniques to study them. See [ELS1] or [Laz, Chapter 2.4 ] for many additional examples.
The plan now is to define the order of vanishing and Arnold and Samuel multiplicities of a graded system a • . The convexity properties of these invariants will play a critical role throughout. The next Lemma gives a first indication of these properties. Lemma 2.3. Let a • be a graded sequence of ideals in R, and fix indices p and q such that a p , a q = (0). Then:
where for (3c) we assume that a p and a q have finite colength in R.
Proof. The inequality in (3a) is trivial, and the one in (3b) follows easily from the definition of the log-canonical threshold. The inequality (3c) is a consequence of Teissier's inequality for multiplicities (see [Te] ): if a and b are finite colength ideals, then e(ab)
We are now in a position to define asymptotic versions of the order of vanishing, the Arnold multiplicity and the Samuel multiplicity. The existence of the limits in the following definition follows from Lemma 2.3. In fact, each limit is equal to the infimum of the corresponding quantities (see, for example, Lemma 1.4 in [Mu] ). Definition 2.4. Given a graded family of ideals a • as in 2.3 , set:
Assuming further that a k has finite colength in R for k ≫ 0, put also: Remark 2.5. In analogy with the ordinary case, we can interpret the reciprocal of the Arnold multiplicity in terms of asymptotic multiplier ideals:
These invariants are related by some inequalities: Proposition 2.6. Suppose that a • is a graded sequence of ideals (when we talk about multiplicity, we also assume that the ideals are zero-dimensional). Then:
Proof. These follow by passing to the limit in the usual inequalities among the invariants corresponding to a fixed ideal. Here (4a) and (4b) are well known, while the inequality corresponding to (4c) is proved in [dFEM] .
Interpretation in terms of multiplier ideals. We discuss now the connection between these asymptotic invariants and multiplier ideals. The theory of multiplier ideals is developed in [Laz, Part Three] .
With R as above, consider a graded family of ideals a • = {a k } in R. We form a new sequence of ideals j • given by j k = J (k · a • ). This is not a graded sequence, so the above definitions for order and Arnold and Samuel multiplicities do not apply directly to j • . On the other hand, if p < q then j q ⊆ j p , and if a m is zero dimensional then so is j m since a m ⊆ j m . In follows that if p < q then:
provided in the case of Samuel multiplicity that the ideals in question have finite colength. Moreover, the Subadditivity Theorem of [DEL] gives j p+q ⊆ j p · j q for every p and q, and hence ord(j mp ) ≥ m · ord(j p ), e(j mp ) ≥ m d · e(j p ) and Arn(j mp ) ≥ m · Arn(j p ). As above, one sees from this that the analogues of the limits in Definition 2.4 exist for j • and each limit is equal to the supremum of the corresponding quantities (see, for example, Lemma 2.2 in [Mu] ). We use these to define
Note also that Subadditivity implies that the colon ideals (a k : j k ) do form a graded family (a • : j • ), whose invariants we can then discuss.
Remark 2.7. It follows from the above inequalities that ord(j • ) = 0 if and only if j m = R for every m; the analogous statements hold for the other invariants.
The next proposition shows that, under mild hypotheses, the invariants of a • can be computed from the sequence j • .
Proposition 2.8. Let a • be a graded sequence of ideals, and let j • be the corresponding sequence of asymptotic multiplier ideals. Then:
Proof. For (i), note first that since a p ⊆ j p for every p, we have ord(j • ) ≤ ord(a • ). For the reverse inequality, it is enough to prove that for every λ ∈ Q * + such that ord(a • ) ≥ λ, we have ord(j • ) ≥ λ. Write λ = r/s, with r, s ∈ N * . Since ord(a • ) = inf p ord(a p )/p, we deduce that ord(a ps ) ≥ pr, for every p, i.e., a ps ⊆ m pr R . Fix q and suppose that j qs = J (1/p · a pqs ). Then
It follows that ord(j qs ) ≥ qr − d + 1. Dividing by qs and taking the limit when q goes to infinity, gives ord(j • ) ≥ λ.
The statement in (ii) follows from Proposition 3.11 in [ELS2] , but we recall the proof for completeness. Since a p ⊆ j p for all p, we immediately get e(j • ) ≤ e(a • ). For the other direction, set c p = (a p : j p ), so that c • is a graded sequence. Since c p · j p ⊆ a p , Teissier's inequality (see [Te] ) gives e(a p )
Dividing by p and passing to the limit gives e(a Remark 2.9. The equality in (iii) in the above proposition holds without any hypotheses on a • (see [Mu] for a proof in the general case).
We give now a criterion for comparing the asymptotic multiplier ideals of two graded systems of ideals. As we shall see, it is satisfied for example by the graded sequences of base ideals associated to two numerically equivalent big line bundles. 
As we may compute the multiplier ideals below on a fixed log resolution of a k and τ , it follows that we may choose m sufficiently large and divisible by k such that
Invariants for base loci of linear series
We now pass to the setting of global linear series.
Let X be a non-singular complex projective variety, and D a big divisor on X. We fix an irreducible subset Z ⊆ X of codimension d, and consider the local ring R = O Z,X of X along Z. Let a k = b | kD | be the the base ideal of | kD |, and let a Z k be its image in R. These ideals form a graded system of ideals in R denoted a 
where as usual d = codim Z and in the third case we assume that Z is not properly contained in any component of B stab (D). In particular, by clearing denominators each of these asymptotic invariants is defined in the natural way for any big Q-divisor D.
The next result, generalizing Lemma 2.3, gives the convexity properties of these invariants:
Proposition 3.3 (Convexity). Let D and E be big Q-divisors on X. Then
If we assume that D, E ∈ Big Z (X) then in addition:
Proof. Fix a large integer p ≫ 0 such that pD and pE are integral. It is enough to show that
with analogous inequalities for Arn Z and e Z , for then the Proposition follows upon dividing by p and passing to the limit as p → ∞. We have the natural inclusion
of base ideals, and then (*) (and its analogues) follows as in the proof of 2.3.
We now will use Propositions 2.8 and 2.10 to show that these invariants depend only on the numerical equivalence class of D. To this end, we will need to compare multiplier ideals to the corresponding base ideals. The comparison is given by the next lemma. 
Proof. Fix a very ample divisor A on X, and let G = K X + (n + 1)A, where n = dim(X). Since D ′ is big and D ′ ≡ D, it follows from the Nadel Vanishing Theorem for asymptotic multiplier ideals that
for every i ≥ 1. By the Castelnouvo-Mumford Lemma, we deduce that O X (G + mD) ⊗ J (X, mD ′ ) is globally generated for every m. On the other hand, since D is big, we may fix m 0 ∈ N together with an effective divisor B, such that
We also note that
Putting these together, we get
for every m ≥ m 0 . By possibly enlarging B, we see that this inclusion holds for all m > 0. 
Proof. All the assertions follow from Proposition 2.8. Indeed, Lemma 3.4, with
The next Proposition shows that asymptotic multiplier ideals depend only on the numerical class of a big divisor. In particular, the asymptotic invariants are numerically determined.
Proposition 3.6. If D and E are numerically equivalent big Q-divisors, then
Proof. We may clearly assume that D and E are integral, with B asym (D) = Bs(D), and B asym (E) = Bs(E). The first statement follows by combining Proposition 2.10 and Lemma 3.4. The other assertions are immediate consequences by Proposition 3.5 above.
Remark 3.7. As in [Laz, Chapter 2.2], one can presumably establish the numerical nature of the asymptotic invariants without using multiplier ideals. However the present approach seems more conceptual.
We next show that the vanishing of the asymptotic invariants describes the restricted base locus. We use the notation in the proof of Lemma 3.4: A is a very ample divisor on X, and G = K X + (n + 1)A, where n = dim(X).
Proposition 3.8. If D is a big Q-divisor on X, and if x ∈ X, then the following are equivalent
(ii). x ∈ Bs(G + mD), for all m ∈ N such that mD is integral.
(ii') x ∈ B asym (G + mD), for all m ∈ N such that mD is integral.
(iii). x ∈ B rest (D). (iv). If a m is the base ideal of | mD |, then there is a constant
Proof. We have seen in the proof of Lemma 3.4 that O X (G + mD) ⊗ J (X, mD ) is globally generated when mD ∈ Div(X) giving (i)⇒(ii). Note that the implication (ii)⇒(ii') is trivial. Observe that B asym (G + mD) = B asym ( G m + D). By Proposition 1.20, we see that (ii') is equivalent to (iii).
Since D is big, we can find m 0 ∈ N such that in the divisor class group of X,
where B is an integral effective divisor. For m ≥ m 0 ,
in the divisor class group of X. If we assume (ii'), then for a suitable p,
Therefore ord x ( D ) ≤ ord x (B)/m for all m. This shows (ii') ⇒ (v). Moreover, if in the above argument we assume (ii) instead of (ii'), then we may take p = 1, which gives (ii)⇒(iv).
(iv) implies (v) is clear. Now assume (v). By Proposition 2.8 (see Remark 2.7) we deduce (v)⇒(i).
The above proposition implies that if D is a big divisor, then B rest (D) is the union of the closed subsets defined by J (X, mD ) for all m ∈ N. In conjunction with Proposition 3.5, this implies the assertions in the following corollary (see also Remark 2.7). 
Asymptotic invariants as functions on the big cone
In this section we study the variation of the asymptotic invariants of base loci. In particular, we prove Theorems B and D from the Introduction. We also present some examples.
A general uniform continuity lemma. The continuity statement (Theorem B) follows formally from an elementary general statement about convex functions on cones, which we formulate here.
Consider an open convex cone C ⊂ R n and suppose we have a function f : C ∩ Q n → R + . We assume that this function satisfies the following properties:
iii). ("ample" basis).
There exists a basis a 1 , . . . , a n for Q n , contained in C, such that f (a i ) = 0 for all i, and such that Σλ i a i ∈ C for all λ 1 , . . . , λ n ≥ 0.
Proposition 4.1. Under the assumptions above, the function f satisfies the following (locally uniformly Lipschitz-type) property on C ∩ Q n : for every x ∈ C, there exists a compact neighborhood K of x contained in C, and a constant M K > 0, such that for all rational points
In particular, f extends uniquely by continuity to a function on all of C satisfying (⋆).
Proof. Consider a cube K ⊂ C with rational endpoints. With respect to the chosen basis, we can write
. We work with the norm given by Σu i a i = max i {|u i |}. We have to show that there is
Since K is compact, there exists δ ∈ Q * + such that x − Σδa i ∈ C for all x ∈ K. We can also assume (by subdividing K if necessary), that all the sides of K have length < δ. Take now any rational points x 1 , x 2 ∈ K, write x 2 − x 1 = i λ i a i , and set λ = x 2 − x 1 . Note that we must have λ < δ. We will estimate the difference |f (x 1 ) − f (x 2 )|.
By repeatedly using properties (i) -(iii) we get
On the other hand, f (x 2 − i δa i ) can be bounded uniformly. Indeed, since x 2 ∈ K, we have that x 2 − i c i a i is a positive combination of the a i 's, so it belongs to C and f (x 2 − i c i a i ) = 0. Thus we get that
for every x 1 , x 2 ∈ K ∩ Q n , as required.
Proof of Theorem B and Theorem D. We now explain how Proposition 4.1 applies to complete the proofs of these two results from the Introduction. The statements regarding dependence on the numerical equivalence class in part (i) of both theorems, and also parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem D, have already been proved for Q-classes in Proposition 3.6 and Corollary 3.9 respectively.
The cone C will be the cone of big divisors Big(X) R ⊂ N 1 (X) R in the case of ord Z and Arn Z . For e Z we consider C = Big Z (X) R , the set of big R-classes ξ such that Z is not a proper subset of an irreducible component of the stabilized base locus B stab (ξ):
Proof. The openness follows from the fact that B stab (ξ ′ ) ⊆ B stab (ξ) for all ξ ′ in a small neighborhood of ξ (Corollary 1.12). The convexity follows from Examples 1.8 and 1.9.
Returning to the proofs of Theorems B and D, set d = codim(Z, X). If the conclusion of Proposition 4.1 holds for the function e (ii). The convexity property was noted in Proposition 3.3. (iii). This follows from the general fact that one can choose an ample basis for the Néron-Severi space, combined with Corollary 3.9.
Note that the proof implies the slightly stronger statement that the three invariants extend to locally uniformly continuous functions on the real locus.
It remains only to show that statement (ii) of Theorem D remains valid for arbitrary R-classes. As we have already noted, for Q-classes this is Corollary 3.9. For general Rclasses it is the content of the following Proposition, since on stable classes B stab and B rest coincide. Proof. Suppose first that Z ⊆ B rest (ξ), so that for every ample class α with ξ + α rational, we have Z ⊆ B rest (ξ + α). Corollary 3.9 gives ord Z (ξ + α) = Arn Z (ξ + α) = 0. Letting α go to 0, and using continuity, we get ord Z (ξ) = Arn Z (ξ) = 0. On the other hand, suppose that Z ⊆ B rest (ξ). It follows from Proposition 1.20 that there is an ample class α such that ξ + α is rational and Z ⊆ B rest (ξ + α). Therefore Corollary 3.9 gives ord Z (ξ) ≥ ord Z (ξ + α) > 0. The same argument applies for Arn Z . We get similarly that if ξ ∈ Stab Z (X) R , then e Z (ξ) > 0.
Remark 4.4 (Regularity properties of the invariants). It would be very interesting to know what sort of regularity properties the functions ord Z , Arn Z and e Z satisfy. For example, are they piecewise analytic on a dense open set in their domains? The arguments appearing here are quite formal, and can be used to define these functions (under mild hypotheses) for multi-graded families of ideals in the sense of Definition 5.4. Work in progress by Wolfe [Wo] suggests that in this abstract setting one can't generally expect any good behavior other than that implied by convexity. One might hope however that this sort of pathology does not occur in the global geometric setting.
Examples and complements. We next give some examples and further information about the invariants. We start with an alternative computation of the order of a real class:
where the minimum is over all effective R-divisors D with numerical class α. Note that the order along Z of an R-divisor is defined by linearity in the obvious way.
Proof. Let us temporarily denote by ord For the reverse inequality, suppose that D is an effective R-divisor, numerically equivalent to E. We have to check that ord Z ( D ) ≤ ord Z (D). This is clearly true if D is a Q-divisor. In the general case, it is enough to vary the coefficients of the components of D to get a sequence of effective Q-divisors with limit D. Taking the limit, we get the desired inequality.
Example 4.6. We check the assertion in Example 1.19. Let X be a smooth projective surface, and D a big R-divisor with Zariski decomposition D = P + N. We prove that
For the reverse inclusion, we use the previous lemma. If E is an effective R-divisor numerically equivalent with D, then E − N is effective, so ord Z ( D ) ≥ ord Z (N) for every Z. If Z is a component of N, we deduce from Proposition 4.3 that Z is contained in B rest (D).
Example 4.7. Let X = Bl {P,Q} (P n ) be the blowing-up of P n at two points P and Q. We assume n ≥ 2. The Néron-Severi group of X is generated by the classes of the exceptional divisors E 1 and E 2 and by the pull-back H of a hyperplane in P n . A line bundle L = αH − β 1 E 1 − β 2 E 2 is big if and only if α > max{β 1 , β 2 , 0}.
We describe now the decomposition of the set of stable classes into five chambers and the behavior of our asymptotic invariants on each of these chambers. The first region is described by β 1 < 0 and α > β 2 > 0. If L is inside this region, then L is stable and B asym (L) = E 1 . Moreover, we have ord E 1 ( L ) = −β 1 . A similar behavior holds inside the second region, described by β 2 < 0 and α > β 1 > 0. The third chamber is given by β 1 , β 2 < 0 and α > 0. If L belongs to this chamber, we have B asym (L) = E 1 ∪ E 2 , and ord E 1 ( L ) = −β 1 and ord E 2 (L) = −β 2 .
From now on we assume that β 1 , β 2 > 0. The fourth chamber is given by adding the condition α > β 1 + β 2 . This chamber gives precisely the ample cone. The last region is given by the opposite inequality α < β 1 + β 2 . Every L in this chamber is stable, and B asym (L) = ℓ, the proper transform of the line P Q. In order to compute the invariants associated to L along ℓ, we may assume that P = (1 : 0 : . . . : 0) and Q = (0 : 1 : 0 : . . . : 0). We see that H 0 (X, L) is spanned by
Therefore we get coordinates y 1 , . . . , y n−1 at the generic point of ℓ such that the base locus of L is defined at this point by (
We will see in the next section that for every toric variety (or more generally, for every variety with finitely generated linear series) there is a fan refining the big cone as above, such that on each of the subcones our asymptotic invariants are polynomial.
Example 4.8. We give now an example when the asymptotic invariants can take irrational values for Q-divisors. Moreover, we will see that in this case the invariants are not locally polynomial. The idea of this example is due to Cutkosky [Cu] . We follow the approach in Küronya [Kü] where this is used to give an example when the volume function is not locally polynomial.
We start by recalling the notation and the definitions from [Kü] . Let S = E × E, where E is a general elliptic curve. If F 1 and F 2 are fibers of the respective projections, and if ∆ is the diagonal, then the classes of F 1 , F 2 and ∆ span N 1 (X) R . If h is an ample class on S and if α ∈ N 1 (X) R , then α is ample (equivalently, it is big) if and only if (α 2 ) > 0 and (α·h) > 0. We consider the following ample divisors on S: D = F 1 +F 2 and H = 3(F 2 +∆).
, which is big. We consider the section of π induced by the projection O S (D) ⊕ O S (−H) −→ O S (−H), and denote by E its image. We will compute ord E ( D t ). If k is a positive integer such that kt ∈ N, then
).
An easy computation shows that if
This implies ord E ( D t ) = 1/(1+σ(t)). By taking t = 0, we get ord E (D 0 ) ∈ Q. Moreover, it is clear that ord E is not a locally polynomial function in any neighbourhood of D 0 .
Example 4.9 (Surfaces). The case of surfaces has been studied recently both from the point of view of the volume function (by Küronya in [Kü] ) and from the point of view of variation of asymptotic base loci (by Bauer and Szemberg in [BS] ). We interpret now the results in [BS] and [Kü] in our setting.
Let X be a smooth projective surface, and let B ⊂ X be a collection of curves having negative definite intersection form. Consider the (possibly empty) set S B consisting of stable classes α ∈ N 1 (X) R with B stab (α) = B. It is clear that if it is non-empty then S B is an open cone. Moreover, it is also convex, since if α 1 = P 1 + N 1 and α 2 = P 2 + N 2 are two Zariski decompositions with Supp(N 1 ) = Supp(N 2 ), then α 1 + α 2 = (P 1 + P 2 ) + (N 1 + N 2 ) is the Zariski decomposition of α 1 + α 2 .
If E 1 , . . . , E r are the irreducible components of B, and if α ∈ S B has Zariski decom-
Therefore the coefficients a j depend linearly on α, hence for every curve C on X, the function ord C is linear on S B , with rational coefficients.
Assuming that S B is non-empty, its closure is rational polyhedral away from the boundary of the big cone. Moreover, the cover of Big(X) R by these closed cones is locally finite inside the big cone. Indeed, suppose that α ∈ Big(X) R . It follows from Corollary 1.12 that if β is in a suitable neighbourhood of α and if β ∈ S B , then B ⊆ B stab (α). In particular, there are only finitely many possibilities for B. We see also that if α lies on the boundary of some S B ′ , then there is some curve C ⊆ B ′ ∩ B stab (α) such that ord C (α) = 0. As we have already seen, this implies that the boundary of S B ′ is rational polyhedral in a neighbourhood of α.
The structure of the unstable locus. We now use Theorem B to obtain more specific information on the structure of the locus of unstable classes inside the big cone. The picture is similar to that given by a theorem of Campana and Peternell (cf. [Laz] , Chapter 1.5) for the structure of the boundary of the nef cone. Note though that the arguments required here are somewhat simpler.
We first fix a closed subset Z ⊆ X, and use the asymptotic order function ord Z to obtain information on the locus of Z-unstable points. The zero locus
is a convex cone which is closed in Big(X) R : we call it the null cone determined by Z. This follows since properties (i) and (ii) imply that ord Z is convex, i.e. for any ξ, ν ∈ Big(X) R and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1:
We say that a class ξ ∈ Big(X) R is Z-unstable if Z ⊆ B stab (ξ), but Z ⊆ B stab (ξ + α) for any ample class α (i.e. Z ⊆ B rest (ξ)).
Lemma 4.10. The set N Z is a convex cone which is closed in Big(X) R . A point ξ ∈ Big(X) R is on the boundary of N Z if and only if ξ is Z-unstable.
Proof. The first statement is just the convexity remark above. Suppose ξ is Z-unstable. By definition and Proposition 1.29, there exists a sequence of ample classes α m −→ 0 with ξ −α m rational and stable, and such that Z ⊆ B asym (ξ −α m ), implying that ord Z (ξ −α m ) > 0. On the other hand, we have already seen that since Z ⊆ B rest (ξ), we have ord Z (ξ) = 0, and hence ξ is in the boundary of N Z .
Conversely, let ξ be a point in ∂N Z . As ord Z (ξ) = 0, it follows from Theorem D(ii) that Z ⊆ B rest (ξ). On the other hand, we can find β m −→ 0 such that Z ⊆ B rest (ξ + β m ), so Corollary 1.12 implies Z ⊆ B stab (ξ). Hence ξ is Z-unstable.
By definition, a class ξ ∈ Big(X) R is unstable if and only if it is Z-unstable for some irreducible component Z ⊆ B stab (ξ). Thus ξ is unstable if and only if it is Z-unstable for some subvariety Z. Thus the picture is that we have convex null-cones N Z in Big(X) R indexed by all subvarieties Z ⊆ X, and
It follows for example that the set of unstable classes does not contain isolated rays. (This is just a general statement about boundaries of convex cones. Visually, this says that in any section of the big cone the unstable locus does not have isolated points.)
We can put everything together in order to give a more explicit description of the structure of the unstable locus; we find that it is quite well behaved. 
Proof. In this proof we denote U = Unstab(X) for simplicity. The statement that U is a countable union follows from the general Lemma 4.12 below. The only thing that needs to be noted here is that a class ξ is unstable if and only if it is Z-unstable for some Z which is an irreducible component in some B stab (D), where D is a Q-divisor. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.22. Now each ∂N Z is the boundary of a convex cone in R n , and as such it has measure zero. This immediately implies that U has measure zero.
We are left with proving the last assertion in the theorem. For any Z corresponding to one of the boundaries appearing in U, consider the following set:
This set is clearly open in U, and we must show that it is also dense in
U.
Assume that V is not dense in U. Since U is a closed subset in Big(X) R , there exists ξ ∈ U with a compact neighborhood K ⊂ U such that K − ∂N Z is dense in K for all Z. Thus we have
On the other hand this last term is nonempty -in fact dense by the Baire category theorem -so we obtain a contradiction. Proof. We have shown that B stab (D) depends only on the numerical equivalence class of the Q-divisor D, and there are only countably many such. Hence there are only countably many possibilities for Z.
Asymptotic invariants on varieties with finitely generated linear series
Our goal in this section is to prove Theorem F from the Introduction. In fact, we will prove a somewhat stronger local statement.
Let X be a smooth projective variety, and fix r integral divisors D 1 , . . . , D r on X such that some linear combination of the D i (with rational coefficients) is big. Setting N = Z r and N R = N ⊗ R = R r , the choice of the D i gives linear maps
We denote by B ⊆ N R the pull-back φ −1 R Big(X) R , so that B is the pull-back of the closure of Big(X) R . The main result of this section is:
Theorem 5.1. Assume that the graded C-algebra
is finitely generated. Then B is a rational polyhedral cone. Moreover for each irreducible subvariety Before proving Theorem 5.1 we give a few examples of some finitely generated Cox rings.
Example 5.2. Suppose N 1 (X) R has dimension 1. Let D be any ample divisor on X. Then the Z-graded ring
is finitely generated since it is isomorphic to the projective coordinate ring of X. Hence X has finitely generated linear series.
Example 5.3. If X is the projective plane blown up at an arbitrary number of collinear points, then it is shown in [EKW] that X has finitely generated linear series, with Cox ring given by the standard choice of generators for N 1 (X).
To prove the Theorem, it is convenient to pass to a local statement involving families of ideals. By way of motivation, consider for m = (m i ) ∈ N the base ideal
These ideal sheaves satisfy the property that
Moreover the "effective cone" B ⊆ N R is determined as the closed convex cone in N R generated by all vectors m ∈ N such that b m = (0). By the same token, if some linear combination of the D i is ample, then the pull-back φ −1 R Nef(X) is the closed convex cone generated by all m ∈ N such that b m = O X . This motivates:
Definition 5.4. Let V be any variety, and let S ⊆ Z r be a subsemigroup (in most cases we will take S = N r or S = Z r ). An S-graded system of ideals on V is a collection a • = {a m } m∈S of ideal sheaves on V , with a 0 = O V , which satisfies
and a • is finitely generated if R(a • ) is a finitely generated O V -algebra. (6) is finitely generated, then the corresponding system b • of base ideals is likewise finitely generated. Remark 5.6. Although we do not dwell on the matter here, most of what we have done in the previous sections can be transposed into the abstract setting of S-graded systems. For example, we have hinted above how one would define the effective and nef cones of such a system. Under some mild hypotheses (for example that the system in question contain a non-empty ample cone) asymptotic invariants can be defined, and their continuity established, in this setting. This viewpoint is developed in the forthcoming thesis [Wo] of Wolfe. As indicated in Remark 4.4, it seems probable that in this abstract setting the resulting functions can be quite wild.
For the proof of Theorem 5.1, the essential point is to show that a finitely generated graded system essentially looks no worse than Example 5.5 (i). This is the content of the following Proposition. We fix a lattice N ≃ Z r ⊂ N R = N ⊗ Z R and a finitely generated, saturated subsemigroup S ⊆ N. This means that if C is the convex cone generated by S, then C is a rational, polyhedral cone, and S = C ∩ N. 
It is clear that it is enough to prove the Proposition when X = Spec(R 0 ) is affine. Before giving the proof we need a few lemmas. The following one is well known, but we include a proof for the benefit of the reader.
Lemma 5.8. With S as above, suppose R = ⊕ m∈S R m is an S-graded ring which is finitely generated as an R 0 -algebra. If S ′ ⊆ S is a (finitely generated, saturated) subsemigroup, and if
Proof. Choose homogeneous generators x 1 , . . . , x q of R as an R 0 -algebra, and let m i = deg(x i ). We get a surjective morphism of R 0 -algebras
given by Φ(X i ) = x i . This is homogeneous with respect to the semigroup homomorphism φ : N q −→ S which takes the i th coordinate vector to m i .
If T := φ −1 (S ′ ), then T is cut out in N q by finitely many linear inequalities, hence T is finitely generated by Gordan's Lemma. If w = (w 1 , . . . , w q ) ∈ N q , we put X w for the monomial i X w i i . If we choose generators v (1) , . . . , v (p) for T , and let y i = Φ(X v (i) ), then R ′ is generated over R 0 by y 1 , . . . , y p . For this, it is enough to note that by the surjectivity of Φ, every homogeneous element in R ′ is a linear combination (with coefficients in R 0 ) of images of monomials with degrees in T .
We will prove Proposition 5.7 by induction on dim(S). The following lemma which covers the case S = N is standard (see [Br] , Chapter III, Section 1, Proposition 2). Note that in this case we get a stronger statement than in Proposition 5.7. On the other hand, it is clear that the m i span the cone C ∩ N Q over Q. Therefore for every j ≤ t, we can find d j ∈ N \ {0} such that d j m ′ j is in T . Take d to be the least common multiple of the d j .
Proof of Proposition 5.7. We have already noticed that it is enough to prove the statement when V = Spec(R 0 ) is affine. Moreover, after taking a refinement of S, we may assume that the cone C spanned by S is strongly convex. We use induction on dim(S). If dim(S) = 1, then we are done by Lemma 5.9.
Suppose now that dim(S) > 1 and that we know the assertion in smaller dimensions. We use the construction in the proof of Lemma 5.8. Let R = R(a • ) be the Rees algebra of a • , and let x 1 , . . . , x q be homogeneous generators of R as an R 0 -algebra. We put m i = deg(x i ). Consider the surjective homomorphism of R 0 -algebras Φ : R 0 [X 1 , . . . , X q ] −→ R, given by Φ(X i ) = x i , and the corresponding semigroup homomorphism φ : N q −→ S which takes the i th coordinate vector to m i . Let φ R be the extension of φ as a map R q −→ N R .
Consider a smooth fan ∆ refining C such that every m i is on a ray of ∆. We apply now the induction hypothesis for each cone in ∆ of dimension dim(S) − 1 (note that Lemma 5.8 ensures the finite generation of the corresponding R 0 -subalgebras). By refining ∆, we may assume that each face of dimension dim(S) − 1 (as well as its refinements) satisfies (8) for a given positive integer d. For example, we take d to be the least common multiple of the positive integers we get for each face. Note that every refinement of such ∆ still satisfies these conditions (for a possibly different d). In order to complete the induction step, it is enough to show that every maximal cone σ ∈ ∆ satisfies (8) for this d.
Let e 1 , . . . , e s be the generators of S σ := σ ∩ N (hence s = dim(S)). We put S σ := φ −1 (S σ ), and σ := φ
It is clear that σ is a rational, polyhedral, strongly convex cone. Now we claim that every ray of σ is mapped by φ R to an element in the boundary of σ. Let w be a nonzero element on a ray of σ. If w is also on a ray of R q + , then φ R (w) is also on a ray of σ by our construction. Otherwise, w is in the interior of an r-dimensional face F of R q + , where 2 ≤ r ≤ q. If φ R (w) is in the interior of σ, then since φ R is continuous and σ is of maximal dimension, we can find an open convex neighborhood V of w in F , such that φ R (V ) is contained in the interior of σ. But this contradicts that w determines a ray of σ. We conclude φ R (w) is in the boundary of σ.
We apply now Lemma 5.10 to find d ′ such that every element in (d ′ · N) q ∩ S σ is in the semigroup generated by the first integral points on the rays of σ.
Suppose that f ∈ a i p i e i , with p i ∈ d · N. Since Φ is surjective, we can write f = α c α f α , where c α ∈ R 0 and each f α is of the form Φ(X u ), with u ∈ φ −1 (deg(f )) ⊆ S σ . Since d ′ u lies in the semigroup generated by the first integral points on the rays of S σ , it follows that we can write f d ′ α = i g i , where each g i is homogeneous, and deg(g i ) = j θ ij e j lies in the boundary of σ. It follows from the induction hypothesis that
Since d|p j for every j, we deduce We apply now Proposition 5.7 to prove Theorem 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Consider the set C consisting of those m = (m i ) ∈ Q r such that h 0 (X, O X (pm 1 D 1 + . . . + pm r D r )) = 0 for some positive integer p with pm i ∈ Z for all i. It is clear that C is the set of points in Q r of a rational convex cone. If we take a finite set of homogeneous generators of Cox(D 1 , . . . , D r ) as a C-algebra, then their degrees span C, so C is polyhedral. Denote by C the closure of C in R r .
We have the following inclusions
R (Big(X) R ). Since we have assumed that some linear combination of the D i is big, we deduce that the above inclusions are equalities, so B = C, and therefore it is polyhedral.
We consider now the Z r -graded system b • = (b m ) m∈Z r , where b m defines the base locus of |m 1 D 1 + . . . + m r D r |. Our hypothesis implies that this is a finitely generated system, so we can find a fan ∆ refining Z r as in Proposition 5.7. If Z is an irreducible subvariety of X, then we define as in §2
where the limit is over those p which are divisible enough. Since the order of an ideal is equal to the order of its integral closure, it follows from (8) that this function is linear on each cone in ∆. It follows that ord Z can be uniquely extended by continuity to B (and the extension is again piecewise linear). Moreover, it is clear from definition that ord Z agrees with the pull-back of ord Z on B.
The case of the function Arn Z is similar. The only difference is that in general the function m = (m i ) ∈ Z r −→ Arn Z (a m 1 1 · . . . · a mr r ) is not necessarily linear. It is however piecewise linear (it is linear on a fan refinement which does not depend on Z, but only on the log resolution of the ideals a 1 , . . . , a r ). Therefore we get our conclusion after passing to a suitable refinement of ∆.
Consider now the case of e Z . It follows from (8) that the set of those m ∈ Q r such that Z is not properly contained in an irreducible component of B asym (m 1 D 1 + . . . + m r D r ) is the set of rational points in a union of cones in ∆. For such m we define e Z (m) in the obvious way, and (8) implies that e Z is polynomial of degree d on each of these cones.
The case of varieties with finitely generated linear series, which was stated in the Introduction, follows now easily.
Proof of Theorem F. Take divisors D 1 , . . . , D r as in Definition E. If we consider the corresponding map φ : Z r −→ N 1 (X), then φ R is an isomorphism. All the assertions now follow from Theorem 5.1.
Remark 5.11. In the context of Theorem F, note that if L is a line bundle whose class α is on the boundary of Eff(X) R , then it is not clear that ord Z (α) (or the other functions) can be defined in terms of the linear series of the multiples of L. On the other hand, it follows from the proof of Theorem 5.1 that there is a line bundle M numerically equivalent with L such that ord Z (α) can be defined using the linear series of the multiples of M.
We conclude with another application of Proposition 5.7 to the study of the volume function. We fix a smooth n-dimensional variety X. Recall that if L ∈ Pic(X), then the volume of L is given by vol(L) := lim sup
This induces a continuous function on N 1 (X) R such that vol(mL) = m n · vol(L) and such that vol(L) > 0 if and only if L is big. For a detailed study of the volume function we refer to [Laz, Chapter 2] .
We will need the following formula for the volume of a line bundle which is a consequence of Fujita's Approximation Theorem (see [DEL] or [Laz, Chapter 11] ). If L is a line bundle with Bs(L) defined by b = O X , and if π : X ′ −→ X is a projective, birational morphism, with X ′ smooth and such that π −1 (b) = O X ′ (−F ) is an invertible ideal, then we put (L Note that in the above definition of (L
[n] ) we may replace the ideal b by its integral closure.
Proposition 5.12. If X has finitely generated linear series then the closed cone Big(X) R has a fan refinement ∆ such that the volume function is piecewise polynomial with respect to this fan.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem F. In fact, we use the same fan refinement. By Proposition 5.7, it is enough to prove the following assertion: suppose that L 1 , . . . , L r are line bundles on X whose classes are linearly independent in N 1 (X) R , and let us denote by a p the base ideal of i p i L i for p ∈ N r ; if there is d ≥ 1 such that ( †) a dp = i a p i pe i for all p ∈ N n , then the volume function is polynomial on the cone spanned by the classes of L 1 , . . . , L r .
It is clear that it is enough to show that the map p −→ vol r i=1 dp i L i is a polynomial function of degree n for p ∈ N r . Let π : X ′ −→ X be a projective birational morphism, with X ′ smooth and such that π −1 (a de i ) = O(−F i ) are invertible for all i. If M i = π * (dL i ) − F i , then it follows from ( †) that for every p ∈ N r we have i dp i L i
[n]
Together with (9), this implies vol i dp
which completes the proof.
